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Abstract: The paradox of knowability threatens to draw a logical equivalence between the believable claim that all truths are knowable and the obviously false claim that all truths are known. In this paper we evaluate the leading proposals for resolving the paradox of knowability. For instance, we argue that Neil Tennant’s restriction strategy, which aims principally to restrict the main quantifier in ‘all truths are knowable’, does not get to the heart of the problem since there are knowability paradoxes that the restriction does nothing to thwart. We argue that Jon Kvanvig’s strategy, which aims to block the paradox by appealing to the special role of quantified epistemic expressions in modal contexts, has grave errors. We offer here a new proposal founded on Kvanvig’s insight that quantified expressions play a special role in modal contexts. On an articulation of this special role provided by Stanley and Szabo, we propose a solution to the knowability paradoxes.



Introduction Knowability has commanded remarkably little attention in mainstream epistemology. Or at least it has by comparison to the related concept of knowledge. Perhaps it is supposed that knowability will be understood simply in terms of some familiar notion of possibility together with a proper account of knowledge. The evidence is stacking against this supposition. Normal modal logic seems not to capture what is special about the modality in ‘it is possible to know that’. What
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makes it special is the way it interacts with ‘knows’. For instance, ‘It is possible to know that Grandma is a spy’ appears to imply that Grandma is in fact a spy. Notice how odd it sounds to say, ‘It is knowable that Grandma is spy, but she is not a spy.’ This suggests that at least one familiar concept of knowability is factive---that is, that knowability entails truth. But which familiar understanding of ‘it is possible that’ appends to ‘it is known that’ to entail truth? Certainly not logical possibility. When p is a contingent formula, it is both logically possible that p is known and logically possible that ~p is known. Hence, given a factive reading of knowability, it would follow that both p and ~p. Metaphysical, physical and practical possibility do not fare better, since in each of these senses it is possible to know p and possible to know ~p. Another forceful reason to think that knowability is not to be understood with the help of normal modal logic is Fitch’s paradox of knowability. Fitch’s paradox threatens to show with modest modal and epistemic resources that the believable claim that all truths are knowable is logically equivalent to the unbelievable claim that all truths are known; it all too easily collapses a sophisticated form of semantic anti-realism with a naïve form of semantic idealism. A theme that recurs in our contributions to the topic is this: Fitch’s paradox is a modal paradox and that predominant treatments of it fail because they fall short of appreciating this.1 In particular they fail because, even if they do block Fitch’s formulation of the paradox, not pinning down the modalities and the ways in which they interact leaves these treatments vulnerable to other versions of the paradox. The peculiarities of knowability are more and more widely appreciated, and this is in no small part owed to the burgeoning interest in Fitch’s paradox.2 Our present investigation departs from the latest developments on this topic. Ultimately we propose a solution to Fitch’s paradox
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See Brogaard and Salerno (2002; 2005; and 2006). For an overview of the literature on Fitch’s



paradox see Brogaard and Salerno (2004) or the introduction to Salerno (forthcoming a). 2



For the latest wave of proposals, see Salerno (forthcoming a).
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and call attention to other interesting and perfectly general problems connected with the concept of knowability. For instance, some weak intuitions of the form ‘it is possible to know whether p’--intuitions which even a stubborn realist can accept---together with a widely endorsed notion of context-sensitivity leads to immense problems, problems that force us to rethink our commonsense notion of knowability. We suggest that an appreciation of the context-sensitivity of quantified noun phrases together with modest claims about ‘it is possible to know whether’ reveals that ‘possible knowledge’ is an exceedingly strange notion. The problems and paradoxes of knowability thus seem to be extremely important, even when viewed apart from one’s views on the anti-realist theory of truth. Our trouble with knowability may be that we just do not know enough about how epistemic formulas figure in modal contexts. Epistemic logic, not to mention the study of epistemic modal logic, has yet to find a comfortable home in mainstream epistemology. Moreover, epistemic formulas of the form ‘it is known that’ are often abbreviated quantified expressions of the form ‘somebody at some time knows that’. Questions about the logical form and truth conditions of quantified expressions currently command attention in the philosophy of language, but their lessons have not been adequately explored in epistemology. With the help of the present essay we hope to bring discussions of Fitch’s paradox and the semantic contribution of quantified expressions to bear in developing a better understanding of the concept of knowability.



The Knowability Paradox The “knowability paradox” is the generalization of a result conveyed to Frederic Fitch by an anonymous referee in 1945. Fitch modified and published the result as Theorem 5 in his 1963 paper, “A Logical Analysis of Some Value Concepts”. Theorem 5 states,
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If there is some true proposition which nobody knows (or has known or will know) to be true, then there is a true proposition which nobody can know to be true. (1963: 139)



Equivalently: if all truths are potentially knowable (by somebody at some time), then all truths are known (by somebody at some time):



(T5) p → ◊Kp |– p → Kp,



where ‘K’ is read ‘It is known by somebody at some time that’, and ‘◊’ says, ‘It is possible that’. The premise we will call the knowability principle. The conclusion, the omniscience principle. The logic of Fitch’s result is modest: a minimal, normal, modal logic and two very intuitive epistemic principles:



(A)



K(p & q) |– Kp & Kq



(B)



Kp |– p



(C)



if



(D)



~p |– ~◊p



|– p, then |– p



(A) is a distributivity principle which tells us that knowing a conjunction entails knowing each of the conjuncts. (B) says that knowledge is factive, that it entails truth. (C) is the rule of necessitation: if p is theorem, then so is, necessarily, p. Finally, (D) is the inference of impossibility from a necessary falsehood.
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At the heart of the paradox is a theorem derived from these resources, Theorem 1---viz., for any p, it is impossible to know both that p is true and that p is not known 3:



(T1) ~◊K(p & ~Kp)



The demonstration goes like this. Suppose for reductio that K(p & ~Kp). Then, by (A), Kp & K~Kp. The right conjunct, by (B), entails ~Kp. So, Kp & ~Kp. Rejecting our assumption, by reductio, and applying the rule of necessitation, (C), gives us ~K(p & ~Kp). By (D), we derive ~◊K(p & ~Kp). QED. Fitch’s knowability paradox, (T5), may be simplified as follows: (1)



∀p(p → ◊Kp)



A (The Knowability Principle)



(2)



(p & ~Kp) → ◊K(p & ~Kp)



from 1



(3)



~◊K(p & ~Kp)



instance of (T1)



(4)



~(p & ~Kp)



from 2, 3



(5)



p → Kp



from 4



(6)



∀p(p → Kp)



from 5 (The Omniscience Principle)



We suppose at (1) that, for any proposition p, if p is true then p is knowable. (2) substitutes the conjunction, p & ~Kp, for p in (1). Line (3) is an instance of the theorem, (T1). Line (4) follows trivially from lines (2) and (3). In classical logic line (5) is equivalent to line (4). At line (6) we may generalize, since line (5) rests on no assumptions containing the name ‘p’. Therefore, if all truths are knowable then all truths are known: (T5) p → ◊Kp |– p → Kp.
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Fitch’s “Theorem 1” is actually more general. It basically says, for any factive operator O that



distributes over a conjunction, the proposition ‘O(p & ~Op)’ is necessarily false.
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A Brief History (T5) is today considered by many to be a paradox for a number of related reasons. First, notice that the converse of (T5), p → Kp |– p → ◊Kp, is trivial (since truth entails possibility). So (T5) facilitates a semantic equivalence between the believable claim that all truths are knowable and the obviously false claim that all truths are known. Second, epistemic theories of truth that emphasize the knowability principle do so to distinguish their type of anti-realism from the naïve idealism that is indicative of the omniscience principle. Is it not strange that the thesis that is thought to discriminate a mature anti-realism from a naïve idealism entails that very idealism? Finally, it is doubtful that (T5) should be interpreted as a satisfactory reductio of the knowability principle. To paraphrase Williamson (1982: 207), to think that a little logic could so swiftly refute the tremendously difficult philosophical position avowed by the knowability principle is, perhaps, to much to hope (or fear).4 It is unclear what Fitch perceived to be the philosophical significance of (T5).5 He proves it only in passing. Hart and McGinn (1976), Hart (1979), and Mackie (1980), however, brought the result into the philosophical mainstream, espousing a new and improved argument against verificationism (i.e., the view that all meaningful statements are verifiable/knowable).6 The spirit of the position is roughly this. It is obviously false that all truths are known, and so by (T5), it is false that all truths are knowable. Since all truths are meaningful, it follows that not all meaningful statements are knowable. Verificationism is refuted, or so the argument goes. 4



Incidentally, Williamson (2000b) now takes (T5) to be a refutation of the knowability principle.



However, he does not explain the intuition that the knowability principle and the omniscience principle are semantically distinct. 5



However, see Salerno (forthcoming b) for an account.
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See also Walton (1976), who uses Fitch’s theorems 1 and 3 to show, paradoxically, that there is



something logically possible that an omnipotent being could not bring about.
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Discussion throughout the 80s, in particular Rasmussen and Ravnkilde (1982), Williamson (1982, 1988), Edgington (1985) and Wright (1993 [1987]), changed the perception of Fitch’s result, regarding it as paradoxical. For instance, in his first publication on the knowability paradox, Timothy Williamson (1982) notes that the most significant contemporary endorsement of the knowability principle is the semantic anti-realism advocated by Michael Dummett (1976; 1977; 1978). Dummett argues that, for reasons having to do with the manifestibility of meaning, truth is to be understood epistemically, in terms of what our epistemic capacities allow us to verify in principle. This form of anti-realism is notorious for the demands it issues against classical logic. Therein lies Williamson’s dissatisfaction with Fitch’s “proof”. The proof is classically, but not intuitionistically, valid.7 Semantic anti-realism, the leading contemporary endorsement of the knowability principle, is best suited for intuitionistic logic. So being, it is not disproved by Fitch’s result.8 There are a number of reasons why very few are satisfied with the intuitionistic resolution of Fitch’s paradox. One reason is this. Even though the knowability principle, p → ◊Kp, does not intuitionistically entail the omniscience principle, p → Kp, it does intuitionistically entail p → ¬¬Kp, which may be read, “if p is true then it is not forever unknown” (Percival 1990: 183). Despite the fact that ‘p → Kp’ and ‘p → ¬¬Kp’ are not intuitionistically equivalent, it is often thought that latter is just as counterintuitive as the former. But this is overstating things. The
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In the above proof of (T5) it is step (5) that violates intuitionism, since it requires an application



of double-negation elimination. 8



For importat discussion, development or criticism of the intuitionistic strategy see Williamson



(1982; 1988; 1992; 2000b); Wright (1993 [1987]: 427); Percival (1990); Kvanvig (1995: 490493), Tennant (1997: 262-266), DeVidi and Solomon (2001), et. al.
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former has more severe modal consequences.9 However, since the knowability principle intuitionistically entails p → ¬¬Kp, it intuitionistically entails ¬Kp → ¬p, which says that anything that fails ever to be known is false (Percival, 1990: 184).10 That sounds unacceptable. Why should the fact that we, say, never bothered to check whether p, imply that p is false? Moreover, two applications of modus ponens from ¬Kp → ¬p and ¬Kp & ¬K¬p gives us a contradiction. So ¬(¬Kp & ¬K¬p) is an intuitionistic theorem (Percival, 1990: 185). It says that no statement is forever undecided. But surely there are forever undecided statements, for instance, about how many hairs were on Joe’s head on his twentieth birthday.11



9



On the assumption that, necessarily, p is true just in case p is knowable, only the classical



omniscience principle collapses the concepts of knowledge, possibility and actuality (Williamson, 1992: 68.). That is, (p ↔ ◊Kp) classically entails (p → Kp), via Fitch’s reasoning plus the closure of necessity under valid deduction. And by the closure of possibility under necessary conditionalization, ◊p and (p → Kp) jointly entail ◊Kp. But ◊Kp together with (p ↔ ◊Kp) entails p. So, ◊p → p. And the converse, that truth entails possibility, is trivial. Therefore, (p ↔ ◊Kp) |-- ◊p ↔ p. The strong biconditional formulation of the knowability principle entails the collapse of possible and actual truth. And since Fitch’s reasoning already reveals a collapse between knowledge and truth, we find that the classical (biconditional) knowability principle erases any significant distinctions between truth, possibility and knowledge. The intuitionistic approach does not have this additional problem. It collapses neither truth into knowledge nor truth into possibility. So the particular intuitionistic consequence, p → ¬¬Kp, is not as counterintuitive as the classical consequence of omniscience. 10



The result is credited by Williamson (1988: n.11) to a 1986 manuscript of Percival’s.
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Other paradoxes of undecidedness appear in Wright (1993 [1987]: 427); Williamson (1988:



426); and Brogaard and Salerno (2002: 146-149).
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There is a history of taking intuitionistic consequences of the knowability principle and constructively reinterpreting their constants to find (or evaluate whether) these consequences are more intuitive than they first appear.12 But the matter is yet to be resolved, especially since there is no consensus on what the intuitionistic semantics would look like for contingent discourse. Candidates include Wright’s superassertibility (1993 [1987]; 1992, Ch. 2) and Tennant’s constructive falsifiability (1997: Ch. 12). However, little has been done to apply the intuitionistic defense in light of these developments.13 14 A more recent and widely discussed strategy is to restrict the universal quantifier in “all truths are knowable”. Versions of the quantifier restriction strategy appear in Dorothy Edgington (1985), Neil Tennant (1997) and Michael Dummett (2001). Edgington restricts the quantifier in ‘all truths are knowable’ to propositions of the form ‘Ap’, which is to be read, ‘It is actually the case that p’. Tennant restricts it to propositions that can be consistently known, and Dummett restricts the principle to “basic” propositions. We develop our dissatisfaction with these approaches in the next section. A third important strategy that has provoked significant and interesting debate is proposed by Jon Kvanvig (1995). Kvanvig argues that Fitch’s result is invalid, owing to a 12



See, for instance, Hart (1979); Rassmussen and Ravnkilde (1982: n.77); Williamson (1982;



1988); Wright (1993 [1987]: 430); Percival (1990); Tennant (1997: 262-266); and DeVidi and Solomon (2001). 13



For an alternative intuitionistic conception of contingent knowability and its application to



Fitch’s paradox, see Dummett’s “Fitch’s Paradox of Knowability” (forthcoming). 14



Other proposals for jettisoning classical logic in favor of one of its sub-logics include Beall



(2000) and Wansing (2002). These proposals appeal to paraconsistent logic and embrace the contradiction at heart of the paradox. We find ourselves unable to accept the truth of this contradiction.
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fallacious substitution into a modal context. The mistake is to be explained by the non-rigidity of quantified expressions. We will conclude that Kvanvig is right about the invalidity of Fitch’s result, but for the wrong reasons. The mistake does not lie in the non-rigidity of quantified expressions, but in their special brand of context sensitivity. Moreover, as we will argue, the fallacy is not to be found in the modal substitution but lies elsewhere.



Restriction Strategies One way to block the knowability paradox is to restrict the class of knowable truths in some principled way. Neil Tennant (1997: 274), for instance, favors what he calls the “Cartesian” restriction. A proposition ‘p’ is Cartesian just in case ‘Kp’ is not provably inconsistent. Tennant’s Cartesian knowability principle, call it (CKP), may be thus stated: all Cartesian truths are knowable.



(CKP)



p → ◊Kp, where p is Cartesian.



It should be apparent that the Cartesian restriction blocks Fitch’s paradox, since Fitch’s result requires the substitution ‘p & ~Kp’ for ‘p’ in ‘p → ◊Kp’. ‘p & ~Kp’ is not Cartesian, as is demonstrated by theorem (T1), which shows that K(p & ~Kp) is provably inconsistent. Tennant’s restriction is the most widely discussed in recent years. The predominant objections to this strategy fall into two camps. From the first is issued the charge that the restriction on knowable truth is unprincipled---that no reason has been given, other than the threat of paradox, to restrict the knowability principle.15 A related charge against Tennant’s (or any) restriction strategy is that we must admit that however plausible the knowability principle is for a 15



See for instance, Hand and Kvanvig (1999; cf.Tennant 2001b); DeVidi and Kenyon (2003);



and Hand (2003).
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restricted class of sentences, it is to be rejected as a general principle. This is a stern confession on the part of the semantic anti-realist, who claims to have on offer an epistemic theory of truth. From the second critical camp, we find the development of other knowability paradoxes that are not averted by the given restriction on knowable truth. Tennant (2001b) has replied to the first camp at length. We would like to bypass that debate, because an objection from the second camp gets straight to the heart of the matter. The objection is that Tennant’s restricted knowability principle (even if principled) does not protect against other paradoxes of knowability. We begin with a paradox presented by Williamson, and then modify it to overcome Tennant’s main objection. Here we consider Williamson’s closure-principle paradox of knowability (2000a: 110112). It employs two modest modal principles that we have not discussed: the following closure principle



(CL)



◊p, (p → q) |– ◊q



which says that possibility transmits across a necessary conditional, and a principle stating that if ‘p’ is either necessarily true or necessarily false then the possibility of its truth entails its truth:



(PET) ◊p |– p, when ‘p’ is not contingent.



Williamson’s argument also relies on the following theorem, which we will call (TW):



(TW)



|– (K(p & (Kp → q)) → q).



The proof of (TW) employs only epistemic and modal resources that are employed in Fitch’s proof---in particular, principles (A), (B) and (C), which are the distributivity of knowledge over conjunction, the factivity of knowledge, and necessitation, respectively.
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The paradox proceeds as follows. Let ‘E’ be the predicate ‘is even’ and let ‘n’ rigidly designate the number of books now on Tim’s bookshelf. We suppose, below at line 1, that all (Cartesian) truths are knowable. And, at line 2, we suppose, for reductio, that p is true but never known (for some p). Further explanation follows the proof. 1. ∀p(p → ◊Kp), where p is Cartesian



(CKP)



2. p & ~Kp



A (for reductio)



3. p & (Kp → En)



from 2



4. (p & (Kp → En)) → ◊K(p & (Kp → En))



from 1



5. ◊K(p & (Kp → En))



from 3, 4



6. (K(p & (Kp → En)) → En)



instance of (TW)



7. ◊En



from 5, 6, by (CL)



8. En



from 7, by (PET)



. . .



9. ~En



by repeating lines 3-8, replacing all occurrences of En with ~En.



Since material conditionals with false antecedents are true, line 3 follows from line 2. Line 4 is an instance of Tennant’s knowability principle, on the supposition that ‘p & (Kp → En)’ is Cartesian. We will return to that supposition. Line 5 trivially follows from 3 and 4. 6 is an instance of the theorem, (TW). By the closure principle, (CL), line 7 follows from 5 and 6. Line 7 says that it is possible that n is even. Since ‘n’ designates rigidly the number of books on Tim’s
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shelf, ‘n is even’ is true in the actual world if it is true in some world. So, at line 8, it is concluded, by (PET), that ‘n is even’. Line 9 is the result of re-running the argument from lines 3 to 8, replacing every occurrence of ‘En’ with ‘~En’. Since 8 and 9 contradict, we may deny and discharge our assumption, giving ~(p & ~Kp), and ultimately ∀p(p → Kp). If the argument is valid, then it shows that if all Cartesian truths are knowable then all truths are known. Williamson concludes that Tennant’s knowability principle, despite its restriction to block Fitch’s paradox, entails the very claim to omniscience that it was designed to avoid. The debate between Tennant and Williamson continues.16 Their central disagreement is about whether Williamson’s substitutions---viz., ‘p & (Kp → En)’ and ‘p & (Kp → ~En)’---are Cartesian propositions. The test is whether they can be consistently known. Tennant (2001a: §3.2) argues that, given the nature of the case, ‘K(p & (Kp → En))’ or ‘K(p & (Kp → ~En))’ must be provably inconsistent . We sum up the argument: Either n is even or it is not. Suppose n is in fact even, and so ‘En’ is necessarily true. Then it follows that ‘p & (Kp → ~En)’ is not Cartesian. For K(p & (Kp → ~En)) entails, by (TW), that ~En (i.e., that n is not even). So knowing p & (Kp → ~En) entails a mathematical absurdity. But then p & (Kp → ~En) is provably inconsistent, and so, is not a Cartesian proposition. Alternatively, suppose that n is not even. Then by analogous reasoning ‘p & (Kp → En)’ is not a Cartesian proposition. Either way Williamson’s proof requires a substitution of a non-Cartesian proposition into the knowability principle.



There are unresolved issues here. Whether Williamson’s propositions are Cartesian depends on whether impossibilities such as ‘3 is even’ are provably inconsistent, in the sense of ‘provability’ 16



See for instance, Tennant (2001a); Williamson (forthcoming); and Tennant (forthcoming b).
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that is central to Tennant’s restriction. We will not attempt to decide this issue. Instead we propose a version of Williamson’s argument that does not turn on this consideration. The argument that follows requires noting that, for Tennant’s theory of truth, knowability is a sufficient, as well as a necessary, condition on (Cartesian) truth.17 This is reflected in line 1 of the result that follows. We call this principle (CKP*). Moreover, for Williamson’s ‘n is even’, we substitute ‘Kq’ where ‘q’ is a contingent (atomic) statement. Let ‘p’ and ‘q’ be (atomic) contingent formulas. Then the following four propositions are all Cartesian: q, ~q, p & (Kp → Kq), and p & (Kp → K~q). That is, none of {Kq, K~q, K(p & (Kp → Kq)), K(p & (Kp → K~q))} is provably inconsistent. Now suppose (CKP*): 1. ∀p(p ↔ ◊Kp), where p is Cartesian. And, for reductio, suppose 2. p & ~Kp. Then, since conditionals with false antecedents are true, 2 gives us 3. p & (Kp → Kq). And since p & (Kp → Kq) is Cartesian, 1 gives us 4. (p & (Kp → Kq)) → ◊K(p & (Kp → Kq)). 3 and 4 trivial entail 5. ◊K(p & (Kp → Kq)). An instance of (TW) is 6. (K(p & (Kp → Kq)) → Kq). 17



For discussions of the anti-realist commitment to a factive conception of knowability (i.e., a



commitment to the sufficiency of knowability for truth), see Tennant (2000; 2002) and Wright (2001).
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So, by (CL), 5 and 6 entail 7. ◊Kq. Since q is Cartesian, it follows from 1 that 8. q ↔ ◊Kq. 7 and 8 entail 9. q. In the proof thus far, the formal properties of q (other than being Cartesian) have played no critical role. So we may repeat lines 3 through 9, replacing all occurrences of q with the Cartesian formula ~q, ultimately giving, 10. ~q. Lines 9 and 10 contradict, and this forces us to discharge and negate the assumption at line 2, giving ~(p & ~Kp). This ultimately entails p → Kp, which may be generalized to ∀p(p → Kp). QED. What we have shown is that if all and only Cartesian truths are knowable, then all contingent truths are known. A knowability paradox is up and running again.18 Since the Cartesian restriction is not violated, it should be clear that it does little to protect anti-realism against paradox. The proof requires the substitutions ‘p & (Kp → q)’, ‘p & (Kp → ~q)’, ‘q’ and ‘~q’ for ‘p’ in Tennant’s knowability principle. Clearly, each can be consistently known, and so is Cartesian. It is the contingency and atomicity of q that secures this fact. And it is the contingency of q that allows us to bypass the modal complications of Williamson’s result. We contend that the above closure paradox of knowability is decisive against Tennant’s restriction strategy (and his knowability principle, more generally). In contrast with Williamson’s 18



This modification was inspired obviously by Williamson’s result, but also by a result found in



Rosenkranz (2004: 70-71). In contrast with Rosenkranz’s puzzle, the result presented here is a priori. It rests on no contingent assumptions.
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initial formulation of the paradox, ours does not depend on the peculiarities of necessary discourse, it avoids the need to resolve issues about the relationship between provable inconsistency and mathematical absurdity, and is more efficient in its modal resources for the reason that (PET) is not employed. There are a number of ways in which a Tennantian might attempt to resurrect the strategy. One way is with an adequate non-normal modal analysis of the operant concept of possibility. For, as we have seen, the paradoxes of knowability that threaten the restriction strategy ultimately turn on the (minimal) normal modal logic of possibility. However, once we reject the minimal resources of normal modal logic, the restriction strategy goes by way of the dinosaur. For there is no need to restrict the knowability principle if, in the end, the modal logic is the source of all the trouble. A second way to resurrect the strategy is to divorce oneself from the (restricted) biconditional formulation of the principle, p ↔ ◊Kp, in favor of the less extravagant (restricted) conditional formulation, p → ◊Kp.19 Tennant will be hard-pressed to make this concession. It takes him quite a distance from his anti-realist program which aims to elucidate the concept of truth in terms of a factive conception of knowability.20 Knowability for this kind of anti-realist is a matter of what the actual world would allow us to recognize. The actual world would not allow us to recognize a falsehood. The factive interpretation also helps to explain the oddity of sentences that affirm both the knowability and the negation of a proposition, as in “It is knowable that Grandma is a spy, even though she is not a spy.”



19



We thank Jon Kvanvig for pressing us to consider this move.
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See for instance, Tennant, (2000: 829).
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A third possibility is to restrict the knowability principle still further, thereby blocking the relevant Cartesian propositions from substitution into the knowability principle.21 No doubt this option will invoke further charges of ad hocery. We have focused primarily on Tennant’s version of the restriction strategy, but neither Dummett’s nor Edgington’s fares better. We have argued elsewhere that there are knowability paradoxes that Dummett’s strategy does nothing to block. Dummett’s knowability principle applies only to “basic” propositions. It says a basic proposition is true just if it is knowable. His discussion underdetermines whether ‘Kp’ is basic. But if it is and (CL) is valid and ◊ is governed by a logic at least as strong as S4, then it follows from Dummett’s knowability principle that all truths are known.22 If ‘Kp’ is not basic but the yet to be given constructive clause for ‘Kp’ validates the KK-principle, ∀p(Kp → KKp), then it follows from Dummett’s knowability principle that all truths are known.23 Either way there are knowability paradoxes that are missed by Dummett’s strategy. These paradoxes turn on the logic of possibility and the ways in which ◊ interacts with the epistemic operator. Therefore, pending further analysis of ◊ and K, Dummett’s proposal, it appears, does not get to the heart of the issue. Edgington’s restriction strategy faces other obstacles. We believe that it has not been rehabilitated since the development of important criticism by Williamson (1987a; 1987b), Wright (1993 [1987]: 429-432) and Percival (1991).24 Some of these criticisms we address in the final section of the paper. Notably, none of the restriction proposals deal with the general problem of explaining what Kvanvig calls the “fundamental paradoxicality” of Fitch’s result, which is that the perfectly Thanks to Tennant (personal correspondence) for discussion here. See Tennant (forthcoming a) for a plausible version of this restriction. 22 Brogaard and Salerno (2002: 144-145). 21



23



Ibid., 145-146.



24



However see Sten Linström (1997) and Helge Rückert (2004) for advances.
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believable principle that all truths are knowable (unrestricted) is semantically equivalent to the unbelievable principle that all truths are in fact known.25 Such paradoxicality can be dealt with in one of two ways. Either show that Fitch’s result is invalid or explain why it is that we mistakenly believe both in the plausibility of “all truths are knowable” and in the implausibility of “all truths are known”. We turn now to Kvanvig’s strategy, which aims to show that Fitch’s result is invalid, owing to an illicit modal substitution.



Knowability and Modal Substitutions Kvanvig assimilates the Fitch conjunction, p & ∼Kp, to indexical sentences, such as ‘I am hungry’ or ‘it is raining’, which may express different propositions in different contexts of utterance. Paradigm examples of indexical phrases include “pure” indexicals such as ‘I’ and ‘now’ and true demonstratives such as ‘he’ or ‘you’. However, quantified noun phrases such as ‘every student’ or ‘some dog’ are sometimes treated as a kind of indexical expression. A sentence containing a quantified noun phrase can, on this view, express different propositions in different extensional contexts. The quantified sentence ‘every bottle is empty’, for example, may be interpreted as meaning that every bottle in C is empty, where ‘C’ is a variable whose value is supplied by the context of utterance. For example, if the speaker utters this sentence while pointing to a shelf, the sentence may be equivalent to the sentence ‘every bottle on that shelf is empty’. Of course, the quantifier ‘all humans’ in utterances of ‘all humans are mortal’ may denote all humans in the universe, in which case the operant quantifier appears to be unrestricted. However, Kvanvig tells us that even sentences with apparently unrestricted quantifiers are indexical. They are, he says, modally indexical. If a sentence like ‘all humans are mortal’ is asserted in a different possible world with a different domain, a different proposition is
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The development of this criticism is found in Kvanvig (2006).
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expressed.26 As a result, Kvanvig argues, substitution into a modal context is illegitimate unless the substituend expresses the same proposition in the substitutional context as it does in the original context. For example, ‘all humans are mortal’ may be substituted for p in ‘it is possible that p’ only if ‘all humans are mortal’ expresses the same proposition in the original and the substitutional context. According to Kvanvig, if we take seriously the indexicality of quantified sentences, the knowability paradox is blocked. In particular, the substitution of the Fitch conjunction, p & ∼Kp, for p in the knowability principle, ∀p(p → ◊Kp), is illegitimate. The Fitch conjunction is really short for: ‘p and it is not the case that someone at some time knows that p’. What ‘someone’ and ‘some time’ designate depends on what beings and times there are in the world. Hence, Kvanvig says, the Fitch conjunction will express different propositions at different worlds. Since the substitution of the Fitch conjunction into the knowability principle is legitimate only if the Fitch conjunction expresses the same proposition at every world (at which it exists), the substitution is illegitimate. As Timothy Williamson (2000b: 287-289) has pointed out, this argument is not without its problems. It is true that the substitution of non-rigid designators for variables, names or other rigid designators within the scope of modal operators is illegitimate. For example, the substitution of the non-rigid designator ‘the author of Naming and Necessity’ for ‘Saul Kripke’ in ‘Saul Kripke might not have been the author of Naming and Necessity’ is illegitimate. So, for the substitution of the Fitch conjunction, ‘p & ~Kp’, for the variable p in the knowability principle to 26



It might be noted that, as Kvanvig is using the term ‘modal indexicality’, modal indexicality



does not imply indexicality in the traditional sense, although indexicality in the traditional sense does imply modal indexicality. For example, ‘I’ is indexical in the traditional sense and is also modally indexical. ‘The inventor of bifocals’ is modally indexical but is not indexical in the traditional sense.
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be valid, the Fitch conjunction must be a rigid designator: it must express the same proposition with respect to every world in which the proposition exists. According to Williamson, however, the Fitch conjunction is a rigid designator: it does indeed express the same proposition with respect to every possible world, namely the proposition that proposition p is true but unknown. Of course, the proposition expressed by the Fitch conjunction will have different truth-values at different worlds, but the variation in truth-value, Williamson says, has nothing to do with rigidity. Rather this variation is what we should expect given that the Fitch conjunction is a contingent claim. If this is right, then (pace Kvanvig) substitution is not the problem. Williamson admits that the designation of ‘someone’ and ‘some time’ depends on what beings and times there are in the world in question. It is only natural to infer that the Fitch conjunction, too, expresses different propositions with respect to different worlds depending on what beings and times there are in that world. But Williamson explains the mistake. Consider ‘the number of the planets is less than fifty’, and suppose ‘the number of the planets’ is understood non-rigidly. The designation of ‘the number of the planets’ then varies across worlds. In the actual world it designates the number 9, in some other possible world it designates the number 20 or the number 60. However, the sentence expresses the same proposition at every world. On Russell’s theory of descriptions, it expresses the proposition that there is exactly one number of planets, and everything that is a number of planets is less than fifty. Similarly, even though the (non-rigid) quantifier phrases ‘someone’ and ‘some time’ occur in the Fitch conjunction, it does not follow that the Fitch conjunction is non-rigid. The fact that a quantifier phrase denotes different individuals at different worlds does not entail the non-rigidity of the sentence of which it is a constituent part. Non-rigidity of parts does not imply non-rigidity of the whole. Williamson thinks Kvanvig’s oversight is based on a confusion of rigidity with indexicality. Indexicality is a variation in designation with respect to the context in which the expression is uttered. Non-rigidity is a variation in designation with respect to the circumstance
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in which the expression is evaluated. For example, pure indexicals like ‘I’ and ‘now’ are rigid designators, despite the fact that their designation varies with respect to the context of utterance. According to Williamson, contextual variation in the designation of the quantifier phrases ‘someone’ and ‘some time’ in the Fitch conjunction is in fact irrelevant to whether the Fitch conjunction expresses different propositions with respect to different circumstances of evaluation. Hence, indexicality is irrelevant to present concerns. Rigidity is relevant. But, again, Williamson’s main criticism is that no reason has been given to think that the Fitch conjunction is non-rigid. Kvanvig (2006) replies to Williamson’s objections. He contends that Williamson fails to appreciate his “neo-Russellian” view of propositions. On a Russellian view of propositions, the value of a logically proper name enters into the proposition expressed by the sentence in which the name occurs. If, for example, ‘Kripke’ is a logically proper name, then Kripke himself is a part of the proposition expressed by ‘Kripke is a philosopher’. Similarly, on Kvanvig’s neoRussellian view, the domain of quantification enters into the proposition expressed by the quantified statement. The proposition expressed by ‘all humans are mortal’, for example, contains the domain fixed by the context of utterance as a constituent part. Consequently, the proposition expressed by ‘all humans are mortal’ is sensitive to the modal context in which it is embedded. Modal indexicality, Kvanvig adds, just is a species of non-rigidity. Hence, if Kvanvig is correct, then Williamson’s criticisms do not succeed. We agree with Kvanvig that modal indexicality, as he intends to use the term, is similar in important ways to non-rigidity. To see why this is so, let us look closer at how modal and nonmodal indexicality differ from rigidity. Traditionally, indexicality is viewed as distinct from nonrigidity. There are non-indexical but rigid expressions and non-indexical but non-rigid expressions. Proper names are usually regarded as non-indexical but rigid expressions. The designation of ‘Saul Kripke’, for example, does not vary with the speaker. Moreover, it designates the same individual in every world in which the individual exists. Quantifier phrases
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that do not contain any indexical expressions, on the other hand, have traditionally been regarded as non-indexical and non-rigid expressions. The designation of ‘the inventor of bifocals’, for example, does not vary with the speaker. Nevertheless, ‘the inventor of bifocals’ designates different individuals at different worlds. But there are also indexical but rigid expressions and indexical but non-rigid expressions. ‘I’ is indexical, yet rigid. Even though its designation varies with the speaker, it designates the same individual in every possible world in which that individual exists. ‘The girl I met yesterday’ is indexical and non-rigid. Because the indexical ‘I’ occurs in the description, the designation of the description varies with the speaker. Moreover, because it is a definite description, it designates different individuals in different possible worlds. Kvanvig tells us that expressions, in addition to being indexical, can also be modally indexical. This idea has some interesting implications. If ‘the girl John met yesterday’ is modally indexical, then its designation depends on the world in which the speaker of the sentence is located. If a modally indexical expression is substituted into a modal context without fixing the context of utterance, its designation will presumably vary across worlds. So, if ‘the girl John met yesterday’ is substituted into a modal context, it may not designate the girl John actually met yesterday. It is only if the context of utterance is fixed that the designation of a modally indexical expression will remain constant. In any modal context the designation of ‘the girl John met yesterday’ will then be the girl John actually met yesterday. Hence, except when the context of utterance is fixed, Kvanvig’s modally indexical expressions are, it seems, non-rigid. This raises two questions. (1) Is the Fitch conjunction in fact non-rigid in Kvanvig’s sense, and (2) is it correct that substitution is legitimate only if the substituend is a rigid designator? The first question is fairly easy. On Kvanvig’s view of quantifiers, a quantified sentence is modally indexical, hence, is non-rigid in Kvanvig’s sense unless the context of utterance is fixed. The second question is a bit more challenging. However, as it turns out, if the proposition expressed by the Fitch conjunction is in fact object-dependent in Kvanvig’s neoRussellian fashion, then substitution is legitimate. The simple reason is that the domain of the
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quantifiers implicit in the Fitch conjunction are fixed before it is substituted into the knowability principle. To see this, consider the claim ‘It is possible that Kripke is not the author of Naming and Necessity’. Before determining the truth-value of the sentence ‘Kripke is not the author of Naming and Necessary’ with respect to a possible world we need to fix the semantic value of ‘Kripke’. Otherwise, there is no complete proposition to be evaluated. Similarly, if quantified sentences are object-dependent, then the semantic value of the expression ‘someone’ as it occurs in, for example, ‘p and it is not the case that someone knows that p’ will need to get fixed before evaluating the claim with respect to some modal context. But once the semantic value of the modally indexical expression is fixed, there is no issue concerning substitution. So, the substitution is indeed legitimate. But suppose Kvanvig is wrong to think that the Fitchconjunction expresses an object-dependent proposition. Is substitution then valid? The answer is yes. For if the Fitch-conjunction does not express an object-dependent proposition, then the proposition expressed by it contains a traditional existential quantifier for which the substitution issue does not arise. So, regardless of whether the Fitch-conjunction expresses an objectdependent proposition or not, its substitution into the knowability principle is legitimate. While (pace Kvanvig) we believe that modal indexicality is not sufficient to invalidate substitution, we do believe that modal indexicality is relevant to present concerns. In fact, while we believe that the substitution of the Fitch conjunction into the knowability principle is legitimate, Fitch’s derivation is blocked if we grant the indexicality of the quantifiers implicit in the Fitch conjunction and in the knowability principle. Or at least it is blocked given a certain syntactic approach to quantifier restriction. The syntactic approach to quantifier restriction we have in mind is the one proposed by Jason Stanley and Zoltan Szabo (2000).
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Knowability and Quantified Noun Phrases Stanley and Szabo argue that a domain variable occurs with the nominal in quantified noun phrases. For example, in ‘some student’ a domain variable occurs with the nominal ‘student’ rather than with the determiner ‘some’. ‘Some student’ is of the form ‘some ’, where ‘i’ ranges over objects and ‘f’ ranges over functions from objects to sets. The values of ‘i’ and ‘f’ are supplied by the context of utterance. Suppose the domain is the set of students at University of Missouri. Then the context presumably determines a place (namely, University of Missouri) as the value of ‘i’. Context furthermore determines a function from universities to students that attend them, which is the value of ‘f’. The function applied to University of Missouri yields the set of students there. This set is then intersected with the set of students to yield the first argument of the quantifier ‘some’. One piece of evidence for the existence of domain variables comes from the fact that domain variables seem required to account for apparent binding relations with quantifiers.27 Take, for instance, ‘in most of his classes, John fails exactly three freshmen’. The intuitive interpretation of this sentence is ‘in most of his classes x, John fails exactly three freshmen in x’. What this seems to show is that there is a variable accessible to binding somewhere in the quantified noun phrase ‘three freshmen’. The domain associated with the quantifier phrase ‘three freshmen’ apparently varies as a function of the values introduced by the antecedent quantifier ‘most of his classes’. On Stanley and Szabo’s approach, ‘exactly three freshmen’ is of the form ‘exactly three ’. The variable ‘i’ is bound by the higher quantifier ‘most of his classes’. Relative to the envisaged context, the value of ‘f’ is a function that takes a class and yields the set of students in that class. This set is then intersected with the set of freshmen, to yield the first argument of ‘exactly three’. The sentence in question is true if and only if most of John’s classes are such that John fails exactly three freshmen in the class in question.
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Jason Stanley (2002: 368).
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Let us see what happens if the nominal restriction approach is extended to the case that is the subject of our inquiry. Suppose the quantifiers implicit in ‘Kp’ or ‘it is known that p’ are associated with a domain variable. ‘Kp’, then, is shorthand for ‘ knows that p’.28 As we have seen, domain variables can be bound by higher operators. For example, in ‘most classes were so bad that the teacher had to fail every student’ the domain variables associated with ‘the teacher’ and ‘every student’ are bound by the higher quantifier ‘most classes’. It is plausible that the domain variable associated with the covert quantifier ‘someone’ in the knowledge concept employed in Fitch’s argument interacts in a similar way in binding relations with quantifiers. Presumably, this is the case in contexts like ‘◊Kp’. The domain associated with the quantifier ‘someone’ that is implicit in ‘◊Kp’ apparently varies as a function of the values introduced by the quantifiers implicit in our understanding of the concept of possibility. Assuming that this is right, ‘◊Kp’ may be taken to be shorthand for ‘p is known at some world by ’, where ‘i’ is bound by the higher quantifier ‘some world’ and ‘f’ is assigned a value by context. Relative to the envisaged context, ‘f’ takes a world and yields the set of inhabitants in that world. This set is then intersected with the set of all possible people to yield the first argument of the quantifier ‘some’. On this suggestion the knowability principle can be unpacked as follows: ‘for all propositions p, if p is true, then p is known at some world by ’, where ‘j’ is bound by the higher quantifier ‘some world’. The Fitch conjunction, ‘p & ~Kp’, is unabbreviated as follows: ‘p and it is not the case that p is known by ’, where the values of ‘i’ and ‘f’ are supplied by context. This approach to the knowability paradox does not imply that the substitution of the Fitch conjunction into the knowability principle is illegitimate. Rather, once we unpack the implicit structure of the Fitch conjunction and the knowability principle, it is easy 28



For simplicity’s sake, we ignore the quantifier phrase ‘some time’. But the suggested approach



can readily be extended to handle it.
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to see that the paradox is blocked on different grounds. The relevant substitution instance of the knowability principle requires that it be known by  in some world that it is not the case that p is known by . ‘j’ is bound by the higher quantifier ‘some world’, and we may suppose that the value of ‘i’, which is supplied by context, is the actual world. So, the knowability principle requires that it be known by someone in some world that it is not the case that p is known by someone in the actual world. The latter is entirely consistent, and so it would seem that Fitch’s paradox is evaded. In sum, a variation on Kvanvig’s strategy can be made to work, but it is not the substitution of the Fitch conjunction into the knowability principle that is illegitimate. One could legitimately substitute the claim ‘p and it is not the case that someone knows that p’ (with no domain variable associated with ‘someone’) for ‘p’ in the knowability principle. A contradiction would result, but the substitution would be legitimate. However, it is at least plausible that the quantifier phrases ‘someone’ in ‘someone knows that p’ and ‘it is possible that someone knows that p’, as these expressions occur in discussions of semantic anti-realism, are associated with domain variables. If they are, then Fitch’s paradox is blocked. Moreover, it is blocked as a result of the domain variable associated with the quantifiers implicit in the concept of knowledge, rather than as a result of illicit substitution. On the envisaged interpretation of the term ‘know’ and its cognates, the knowability principle says roughly that if p is true, then someone in some world knows that p. The quantifier phrase ‘someone’ is here associated with a domain variable that is bound by the higher quantifier ‘some world’. The Fitch conjunction says roughly that p and it is not the case that p is known by someone. The quantifier phrase ‘someone’ is here associated with a domain variable whose value is supplied by the context of utterance. Since we may assume that the context of utterance is the actual world, the Fitch conjunction, relative to the envisaged context, has roughly the same truthcondition as ‘p and it is not the case that p is known in the actual world’. The lesson: if the proposal under consideration is right, then the semantic anti-realist can have his cake and eat it
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too. All truths are knowable, even if some truths are not known by anyone in our context of utterance: the actual world. So where precisely does Fitch’s argument go wrong? To answer this let us present the above interpretation more formally. We represent the Fitch conjunction as ‘p & ~Kip’, where ‘i’ is a domain variable, whose value is supplied by the context of utterance, which ex hypothesi is the actual world.29 We may substitute this conjunction for the variable in the knowability principle, giving (p & ~Kip) → ◊Kjp(p & ~Kip), where ‘j’ is a domain variable bound by the possibility operator.



By Fitch’s reasoning we are expected to negate the right-hand side, by theorem (T1). By modus tollens, this entails ~(p & ~Kip), which ultimately entails p → Kip. But a mistake has been made. (T1) in its original formulation is this: ~◊K(p & ~Kp). The corresponding theorem with the domain variables made explicit is this: ~◊Ki(p & ~Kip). And ~◊Ki(p & ~Kip) is not the negation of the consequent in the above conditional. So the alleged application of modus tollens is actually an invalid inference. Our proposal also aims to block the closure paradox of knowability. Recall that the paradox requires instances of the theorem (TW): (K(p & (Kp → q)) → q). Once we make the domain variables explicit, its valid formulation, (TW*), is this: (Ki(p & (Kip → q)) → q). The closure paradox then has the following structure: 1. ∀p(p ↔ ◊Kjp)



Knowability Principle



2. p & ~Kip



A (for reductio)



3. p & (Kip → Kiq)



from 2



4. (p & (Kip → Kiq)) ↔ ◊Kj (p & (Kip → Kiq))



from 1
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We suppress the function variables for brevity.
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5. ◊Kj(p & (Kip → Kiq))



from 3, 4



6. (Ki(p & (Kip → Kiq)) → Kiq)



instance of (TW*)



7. ◊Kiq



from 5, 6, by (CL).



8. q ↔ ◊Kiq



from 1



9. q . . . 10. ~q



repeating 3-9, placing all occurrences of q with ~q



Notice that the move from lines 5 and 6 to line 7 is invalid. It is not a proper application of the closure principle, since the possibility expressed in line 5 is not the antecedent of the necessary conditional in line 6. The closure paradox is blocked for much the same reason that the original version of Fitch’s paradox is blocked. The domain variables associated with the quantifiers implicit in the knowability principle are bound by the possibility operator. This means that the value of the variable associated with ‘someone’ in ‘it is possible that someone knows that p’ varies from world to world. The value of the domain variable in ‘p & (Kip → Kiq)’, on the other hand, is contributed by the context of utterance (the actual world). Hence, in line 5 we get ‘there is a possible world in which someone knows both that p and that if someone in the actual world knows that p, then someone in the actual world knows that q’. From this we may not conclude, via (TW*) and the closure principle, that there is a world in which someone knows that q. Our proposal thus fares better than the restriction strategy with respect to both Fitch’s paradox and the closure paradoxes. Moreover, our proposal, unlike the restriction strategy, addresses the commonly overlooked consequence of the knowability paradox---viz., namely that
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an apparently plausible principle, “all truths are knowable”, is logically equivalent to an obviously false principle, “All truths are known”:



(+)



p → ◊Kp –||– p → Kp



The important point here is that (+) is puzzling even on the assumption that the knowability principle is false. For while it is absurd to believe that all truths are known, it is at least plausible to think that all truths are knowable. An adequate solution to the general paradox must therefore explain or invalidate (+). As should be clear, restricting the set of truths that are said to be knowable may protect one’s semantic anti-realism, but it does nothing to explain or invalidate (+). Restriction strategies do not address this problem at all. Our proposal, by contrast, invalidates (+) by invalidating Fitch’s original result (T5), and so dissolves the problem of how these two apparently distinct propositions can be logically equivalent.



Transworld Knowability One might worry that our proposed solution shares problems with a proposal expounded by Dorothy Edgington (1985). We believe that this worry is justified. Edgington’s treatment of Fitch’s paradox is to restrict the knowability principle to actual truths. That is, not every truth is knowable, but every actual truth is. Roughly: Ap → ◊KAp, where ‘A’ is a rigidifier on p. As a consequence, when ‘p and it is not the case that p’ is actually true, then it is knowable that it is actually the case that both p and it is not the case that someone knows that p. This understanding of the knowability principle is not threatened by Fitch’s result, because there is no inconsistency in supposing that a possible person knows that it is actually the case that both p and nobody knows that p. A major criticism of Edgington’s proposal is that it commits us to “transworld knowability”. How exactly does an agent who is causally isolated from the actual world achieve
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thought---let alone knowledge---of what is actually the case (Williamson, 1987b; 2000b)? Nonactual knowledge of the actual world is no more achievable, it would seem, than actual knowledge of a unique non-actual world. It is true that we do say things like ‘there is a possible world in which Tim isn’t the author of Knowledge and its Limits’. However, the quantifier ‘there is a possible world’ does not designate a unique possible world any more than the quantifier phrase ‘there is a book’ designates a unique book. If we cannot have knowledge about matters of fact in a unique non-actual world, how could it be that someone in a non-actual world can have knowledge about matters of facts in the actual world? This is puzzling.30 There is a second problem. Even if transworld knowledge is achievable, it is quite strange. So being it is unclear that it is what the semantic anti-realist wants from a concept of knowability. The semantic anti-realist presumably wants truth to be knowable in the sense that the actual world allows its recognition. She will not be contented by the knowledge had by alien inhabitants of some possible world or other.31 So, while our proposal does give us the result that the nominally restricted Fitch conjunction is knowable, it is questionable whether this is a sort of knowability worth having---or more specifically, whether this sort of knowability is what the semantic anti-realist, or anyone else, is looking for in a concept of knowability. Let us call these two problems for our proposal, the problems of transworld knowability. It will be noted that the present proposal has at least two advantages over Edgington’s treatment, which is also subject to the problems of transworld knowability. One advantage is that it directly addresses the fundamental paradoxicality that we discussed earlier. As a restriction
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For an attempt to solve this problem, see Rückert (2003).
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A variation of this charge put against Edgington’s proposal is found in Wright (1993 [1987]:



430). As Wright puts it, “Edgington’s proposal has the anti-realist surrender the thought that evidence should actually be available—that there be possible circumstances in which both the state of affairs which confers truth on the statement and appreciable evidence of it coexist.”
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strategy Edgington’s proposal does nothing to explain how it is that Fitch’s result can be valid, given that it avows a semantic equivalence between two apparently distinct principles. Our treatment, by contrast, addresses this issue by explaining the invalidity of Fitch’s result.32 The other advantage is that our proposal is considerably better motivated. What sparks Edgington’s revision of the knowability constraint is Fitch’s paradox. Our proposal, by contrast, is motivated by considerations about the context-sensitivity of quantifier expressions, something that is quite independent of Fitch’s paradox. As such it is worth exploring whether the problems of transworld knowability arise independently of a commitment to the knowability principle. We think that that they do. We here argue that anyone who accepts a version of quantifier domain restriction together with an exceedingly weak knowability claim must face the problems of transworld knowability.33 The knowability claim is simply a commitment to there being a proposition p that is unknown yet knowable, where ‘p’ contains quantified noun phrases---for instance, (*) It could have been known whether a bird flew over the house at noon, but nobody knows whether one did.



Let KW be the operator ‘it is known whether it is the case that’ and let ‘p’ be the proposition that a bird flew over the house at noon. Then (*) has the following logical form:



(**) ◊KWp & ~KWp,
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Thanks to Jon Kvanvig for recognizing this relative advantage.
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Besides Stanley and Szabo, the following are among those who have defended a version of



quantifier domain restriction: M. Davies (1981); D. Westerstahl (1985); J. Higginbotham (1988); J. Stanley and T. Williamson (1995).
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which may be read more formally as ‘there is a possible world in which it is known whether it is the case that a bird flew over the house at noon, but it is not known whether it is the case that one did’. To see that (**) commits one to a knowable unknown, consider some modest principles about ‘knowable whether’ and ‘knows whether’. Necessarily, it is known whether p if and only if it is known that p or it is known that not-p:



(K-whether) ∀p(KWp ↔ (Kp v K~p))



And, necessarily, it is possible to know whether p if and only if it is possible to know that p or it is possible to know that not-p. (◊K-whether) ∀p(◊KWp ↔ (◊Kp v ◊K~p))



Taking instances of (K-whether) and (◊K-whether) that replace the variable with our proposition ‘p’ gives us 1. KWp ↔ (Kp v K~p), and 2. ◊KWp ↔ (◊Kp v ◊K~p). The left conjunct of (**) together with 2 entails 3. ◊Kp v ◊K~p. The right conjunct of (**) together with 1 entails 4. ~(Kp v K~p), which is equivalent to 5. ~Kp & ~K~p. 3 is a disjunction, but if either disjunct is true we get a knowable unknown. If the left disjunct, ◊Kp, is true, then from it and line 5, we may derive ◊Kp & ~Kp. If the right disjunct, ◊K~p, is true, then from it and line 5, we may derive ◊K~p & ~K~p. So either way we get a knowable
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unknown. Hence if (*) is as acceptable a commitment as it seems to be, then we are committed to knowable unknowns. Importantly, the knowability in question is transworld knowability. (◊K-whether) contains the concept ‘it is possible that someone knows that’. If one is committed to a version of quantifier domain restriction,34 then the domain associated with the quantifier ‘someone’ that is implicit in ‘◊Kp’ varies as a function of the values introduced by the quantifiers implicit in ‘◊’. However, the values of the variables associated with ‘a bird’ and ‘the house’ in the substituend ‘a bird flew over the house at noon’ is a range of items in the actual world (the context of utterance). Importantly, the domain associated with ‘a bird’ and ‘the house’ does not vary as a function of the values introduced by the quantifiers implicit in ‘◊’. For we do not have a propositional substituend until the values of the domain variables are fixed. Without the values of the variables being fixed, the substituend would be analogous to the sentence ‘I am here now’. The latter does not express a proposition unless the semantic values of ‘I’, ‘here’ and ‘now’ are fixed. More generally, two expressions are intersubstitutable salva veritate only if they co-refer. But only interpreted expressions can co-refer. For example, substituting a mere sequence of letters for ‘Superman’ in ‘Superman can fly’ is not legitimate. In our case, substituting into (◊K-whether) requires the substituend to be a proposition. Hence, we must fix the values of the domain variables in ‘a bird flew over the house at noon’ before substitution can take place. Consequently, if a bird did fly over the house at noon even though no one knows it, quantifier restriction commits us to: ‘there is a possible world in which  knows that a  flew over the  at noon’, where ‘i’ is bound by ‘there is a possible world’, where the values of ‘j’ and ‘k’ are a range of items in the actual world.35 But the truth of this latter statement requires that someone in some non-actual world have knowledge specifically about the 34



See previous note.



35



We again ignore the function variables for simplicity.
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actual world; that is, it requires the possibility of transworld knowledge. It thus seems that our problems have little to do with Fitch’s paradox, or with our solution to it, but rather result from the sensitivity of quantified noun phrases in the context of claims like (◊K-whether). It may be objected that these considerations tell against Stanley and Szabo’s nominal restriction. But if they do, then they tell against domain restriction strategies more generally. For anyone who thinks that our quantifiers are contextually restricted will have to admit that ‘all humans’ and ‘something’ are sometimes interpreted as meaning ‘all actual humans’ and ‘some actual thing’. Arguably, the value of (level-1) predicates is a function that assigns a set of objects at each possible world. Thus, the value of ‘is a bird’ is function that assigns the set of actual birds at the actual world, and other sets at other possible worlds.36 However, quantifiers are different in this respect from (level-1) predicates. For example, when we say ‘a bird flew over the house at noon’ we are not interested in possible birds or possible houses. So, when we interpret the sentence ‘a bird flew over the house at noon’ we plausibly restrict the domain to actual birds and houses. Substitution takes place only after we have an interpreted sentence. Hence, the same problem seems to arise for anyone who accepts the view that the domain of natural language quantifiers is restricted by context together with principles like (◊K-whether). The important point is that since a domain restriction view, (*), (K-whether) and (◊Kwhether) are all very plausible, it seems that the problems of transworld knowability arise independently of Fitch’s paradox.



Bill Clinton-Knowability Our proposed solution to Fitch’s paradox faces another problem. Consider the following initially plausible, strengthened version of the knowability principle: 36



Or if one adopts David Lewis’ (1986: 50-69) framework, then a predicate ascribes a property,



where a property is a set of all its instances throughout the worlds.
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(Clinton-Knowability)



If p is true, then p is knowable by Bill Clinton.



On the face of it, Clinton-Knowability should seem plausible to the semantic anti-realist. For if one already grants that all truths could be known by someone, why not grant that all truths could be known by Bill Clinton, at least in principle? Moreover, Bill Clinton is not omniscient. Thus, the following claim is true, for some p:



(Clinton-Non-omniscience)



p but Bill Clinton does not know that p.



Now, it is fairly clear that we get a Fitch-like paradox substituting (Clinton-Non-omniscience) for ‘p’ in (Clinton-Knowability). However, there are no quantifiers implicit in ‘is known by Bill Clinton’.37 On the standard view of proper names, ‘Bill Clinton’ contributes only its referent to the truth-conditions. The Clinton-paradox thus poses a problem for any view that attempts to locate the mistake in Fitch’s paradox in the context-sensitivity of quantifiers implicit in the concept of knowability.38 So this is a problem for our proposal, and it is a problem for Kvanvig’s. The first thing one might say in response to this sort of puzzle is that ClintonKnowability is a stronger principle than the knowability principle we have been discussing. One can therefore embrace the latter without embracing the former. In fact, there are obvious counterexamples to Clinton-Knowability that do not counter the more familiar knowability principle. Consider, for instance, the proposition expressed by an utterance of the sentence ‘Clinton died yesterday’. Suppose the utterance takes place one day after Clinton’s death. Then the proposition is true and Clinton does not know it because he is dead. But is the truth of the



37



We set aside ‘at some time’ to simplify the concern.



38



Thanks to Zoltan Szabo for this objection.
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utterance knowable by Clinton? It seems that it could not be. For Clinton to know that he died, it must be true that he died. But then he could not be there to know it. An analogous example, “Everybody died yesterday”, does not go against the knowability principle if the quantifier ‘someone’ that is implicit in ‘knows’ varies as a function of the values introduced by the quantifiers implicit in our understanding of the concept of possibility. For then ‘it is possible to know that everybody died yesterday’ is equivalent to ‘it is known by someone at some world that everybody in the actual world died yesterday’, which is not self-contradictory. The counterexample thus casts doubt on Clinton-Knowability, and to some degree gets our proposal out of trouble. However, the Clinton-paradox poses a more fundamental problem, which is not solved by noting that Clinton-Knowability is less plausible than knowability. For it is initially puzzling that Clinton’s ability to know every truth should entail that he knows every truth, or contrapositively that the existence of a truth unknown by Clinton should entail the existence of a truth unknowable by Clinton. Our response is that since obviously there is a truth that cannot be known by Clinton (viz., ‘p but Clinton does not know p’), it is apparent that the entailment is not problematic. So at least in the case of the Clinton paradox, there is no fundamental paradoxicality. However, an analogous explanation is unavailable for the case of the more familiar knowability paradox owing to the context-sensitivity of the quantifiers in ‘knows that’.



Conclusion In conclusion, the paradox of knowability threatens to draw a logical equivalence between the plausible claim that all truths are knowable and the obviously false claim that all truths are known. In this paper we evaluated prominent proposals for resolving the paradox of knowability. We argued that a restriction strategy, such as Tennant’s, which aims principally to restrict the main quantifier in “all truths are knowable”, does not get to the heart of the problem, since there are knowability paradoxes that the restriction does nothing to thwart. Moreover, such a strategy
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ignores the problem of the unwelcome semantic equivalence. We argued that Jon Kvanvig’s strategy, which aims to block the paradox by pinpointing a substitution fallacy, has grave errors. We offered a new proposal founded on Kvanvig’s insight that quantified expressions play a special role in modal contexts. Our positive proposal claimed that, on the Stanley/Szabo articulation of the context sensitivity of quantified noun phrases, a solution to the knowability paradoxes may be developed. We further argued that the problems of transworld knowability that shadow over our proposal arise independently of Fitch’s paradox and our solution to it. A treatment of these independent problems would not only put Fitch’s paradox finally to rest but, more importantly, would deliver an unprecedented elucidation of the concept of knowability.39
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